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Several weeks ago I read Vogue Editor Anna Wintour’s comment that on a recent
trip to the Minnesota she found many of the citizens to resemble “little houses.”  It
was if the grande dame became like Nikita Kruschev, touring middle America and
poking the bellies of the jolly farm folk. Rather than become overly offended by her
reactionary statements to 60 Minutes journalist Morley Safer, I marvelled at her use
of fourth grade literature to describe the physical state of a swath of the country. I let
the “little houses” comment roll around in my addled brain for days and weeks
without troubling myself too much. This week, though, I started to consider the plight
of the “little houses” as it was reported that the American Medical Association

debated policy on obesity at it’s annual meetings in Chicago. The AMA is weighing
the push by advocacy groups to label obesity a disability. Once labelled a disability,
doctors no longer have the same rights to speak freely to patients about obesity
because it could constitute discrimination. The debate is a reminder that we are no
longer a country worried about weight for the sake of weight. Obesity is quickly
becoming the greatest public health threat of the new century. Anna Wintour, bless
her East Coast elitist heart, is wired into the pulse of something that is at the center
of American life. As a food service professional, I should be too. Diabetes, rising
insurance costs, lost work time, increasing airline fuel costs, public accommodation
changes all stem from the simple concept that we are a nation of food abusers. I am

a “little house” and am on the move toward change. Yeah, I know, I wrote Tuesday about
Hamburgers, but it doesn’t mean I don’t think about the impact I’ve made on thousands of people as
professional cook. In the past fifty years, nearly every issue threatening our social fabric has been
addressed-smoking cessation, climate change, gun control, drunk driving and highway fatalities. So
why is it we can’t pull ourselves away from the buffet? Here are some things that I’m engaged in to
make the world a tad healthier:

1.) Ban the Can-Some physicians liken our soda consumption to downing straight sugar water.
Sugar has value, but the subsidized corn filler in most commericial soda pop does not. The
movement toward becoming a nation of pop addicts began as early as 1939 when Pepsi waged
war against it’s rival by offering twice as much content per bottle than competitors, when the serving
size was 8 ounces. This has been the shift for 70 years. More, More, More. Elizabeth Royte notes in
her book Bottlemania about the water industry that we are a generation with an oral fixation. We are
a people who have a psychological need to carry around a bottle all the time.

2.) View unhealthy eating habits in the same way as smoking. Smoking is a pretty obvious killer. If
you take noxious weeds and blend them with industrial cleaning chemicals, roll them into a wrapper,
put the whole mess in your mouth and set fire to it, that’s a killer. Poor eating is more subtle, but the
effect is similar. Read the labels. If your food product has an ingredient list like a chemistry set,
choose a food closer to it’s natural state. Less ingredients, less processes. Eat smaller amounts of
better foods. I often have to sell a margarine product called “Smart Balance.” When opened, it
reminds me of Robin Williams diaper changing line from Live at the Met-”This shit is green!” The
reality is that if we eat reasonable amounts of natural foods along with moderate exercise, we’re
better off than eating a diet rich in compounds created in a lab. I’ve said too much, but I think I may
have found something that I care about.
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